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Why This Project?

I have been a diabetic for 14 years. I am still not used to it. It is still an inconvenience. It is still a big pain.  In 

Winter 2010 quarter, I found myself working on two projects that I was very passionate about. The first was 

Manage My Band.com, a web site to teach musicians how to manage themselves that I began in Senior Project 

Design, the prerequisite to this class. The second was the Diabetes Diary. I began this project in Information 

Architecture my third quarter here and picked it back up in Mobile Design and Development, working with a 

partner. During the break, I went on the insulin pump and found that every diabetes log app I had tried did not 

fit the bill. Even before this major event, I found that most of the apps were were useless, each for a different set 

of reasons, but none had enough positives in common to be useful for me.

I became even more passionate and driven to develop this app after getting the pump. It seemed ridiculous not 

to pursue the project fullest potential possible in 9 weeks, and my instructors agreed.

Because most readers of this report will not be diabetics or know someone who is, terms in Medium-Italic type 

style are listed in the glossary found in the back of this document.

Project Purpose 

The Diabetes Diary is an iPhone application with a purpose of bringing ease of use and understanding to the 

diabetic user, their family and physician. Record keeping is an important part of a diabetic’s routine and an easy, 

efficient and convenient way to do this is what is lacking in existing apps today. The Diabetes Diary will provide 

diabetics with a full range of options to best customize the app for their record-keeping needs.

Features Overview:

• Setup wizard on first run

• Insulin calculator with corrections and carb calculations

• Clear design and intuitive data entry for user

Some second phase features will include an integrated carb counting database and accepting readings from 

insulin pumps and continuous glucose monitoring systems. For an app to accept incoming data, it has to meet the 

standards of a ‘medical device’, as outlined by the Federal Drug Administration (FDA). Meeting these 

requirements will require more integrated development with physicians and SDK developers.

Another Phase II feature will be integrating a food database for easy carb count look-ups. Most require two apps 

to add carb count to your insulin for the meal formula, open one to look up the foods for the carbs, then return 

to the Diary to enter the total. Integrated system will be much more efficient and take out the need for the user 

to add the carbs themselves.

The last phase 2 feature will be making the app usable with the soon-to-be-release iPhone Glucose Meter. By 

incorporating this device, we can make the app more acceptable to large number of diabetics. Research shows 
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that this particular glucose meter will be financially affordable to diabetics with or without insurance. Over 

200 million devices in the world are iPhone, iPod Touch and iPad. (Apple, 00:38) This opens up the market even 

more.

Project Goals

The original goals of this project were to have the Set-up Wizard and the basic data entry screen working. This 

was a challenge due to the fact I have never worked with iPhone SDK, Objective-C or Cocoa. I had found several 

tutorials that I began using before the quarter began, but the intensity of the combined programs proved to be 

too much to absorb in 9 weeks. Because of this, I went with an iPhone-developer-ready prototype that I built in 

Fireworks. I was able to also find a tool to allow me to upload the Fireworks prototype and install it on my iPhone. 

It was very helpful to be able to ‘use’ the app on my phone. 

The wizard is the feature focused on for this project. Setting up the Diabetes Diary and knowing how to take 

what instructions your doctor gives and translate them to use on the app is missing from many of the apps I 

used. To a large degree, each uses different terminology for the same elements. I felt by explaining what elements 

belong where, I could make the user more comfortable. At the end of the day, both the setup wizard and the 

main entry screen are useable for the prototype demo.

Proposed Features
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Feature Description

Compatible with iPhone Glucose Monitor Accompany the iPhone glucose monitor adapter

Integrated calculator
Able to enter multiple values at one time (ie, carbs and BG) and receive result 
for insulin dose.

Carb look up on data entry Include integrated carb look up reference for easy data entry

Sync dosing and readings of insulin pumps 
& other glucose meter with the app

By doing this, it can provides a mobile way to send data to your doctor. Most 
pumps sync with only PC computers. By synching with the phone, you do not 
have to be at home to send data to your doctor.

Settings Wizard Easy for user to enter data provided by physician

Reminder Set ups to schedule oral meds 
and check glucose with nuisance reminders

Flexible formula entry for insulin adjustment 
and bolus dosing

Email data Send data to email of user choice



Target Audience

The target audience covers many types of demographics but all who have one thing in common: they are familiar 

with diabetes. Therefore, the usability must be simple, clear and focused to allow users of all experiences to best 

utilize the app. Diabetics that use oral medications, insulin or insulin pumps, and the continuous glucose 

monitoring system will all be able to make good use of this application, as well.

User Scenarios & Personas

Gracie North

Gracie feels very inconvenienced by this disease and has not changed much in her daily life to 

accommodate it. She takes her insulin but rarely write it down, plus rarely remembers to check 

her sugar levels. She takes 2 types of insulin plus oral medications that she needs help tracking. 

Her main focus is checking levels more frequently. She is constantly on the move during the day 

and fails to stop for her health. She also is unfamiliar with carb counting. She likes to stay busy 

and doesn’t want to be tied down to a schedule.

• Gracie constantly forgets to check her sugar levels and she is looking for a reminder system.

• Having to always refer to a calculator to figure her insulin amounts takes up time and having to fiddle 

with multiple items is awkward.

• Keeping track of glucose, carbs and insulin is a pain and she looks for a way to track them together.

• Because her doctor wants her to fax her glucose/insulin log to the office regularly, she needs a 

convenient way to send/share data.

Dr. Neil Schulman

Dr. Schulman is part of a practice that has national recognition for pump testing. The doctors 

here regularly publish and speak on the subject of diabetes research and care. He believes in the 

benefits of technology and likes to be on the cutting edge of new advances. He supports his 

patients using of any means necessary to help them track their medications and glucose levels.

It is his goal to get Gracie to check her sugar regularly in order to achieve better glucose control. 

He would like to receive logs from her on a weekly basis.

• Dr. Schulman feels it is necessary to have as many tools as possible at one’s fingertips.

• Dr. Schulman wants to respond to Gracie’s reports as she submits them.
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Mrs. North

Mrs. North is a well-educated woman. She is computer savvy although sometimes 

bothers her children to guide her though certain internet problems she may have.

She has four children, 3 daughter-in-laws and 8 grandchildren. She is a strong 

matriarchal figure and has been taking good care of Gracie throughout her childhood issues.

• Mrs. North wants to find a way for Gracie to better keep track of her health and manage her 

medication.

• Mrs. North knows Gracie needs constant reminding of when to check her sugar and take her 

medications.

• Mrs. North wants Gracie to keep in touch with her physician on a more regular basis.

All of these users have their specific requirements from this app, regardless of their relationship to diabetes.

Competitive Analysis

Research and analysis for the Diabetes Diary began in the Fall of 2009. I used three apps for the competitive 

analysis, although in practice I have used many more than this over the last couple of years.

Glucose Buddy

 

Wave Sense

Diabetes Pilot
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Glucose Buddy

The Glucose Buddy looks good but I find issue with the division of 

elements. First off, personal data falls under ‘My Info’ (Fig.1) while 

‘Settings’ (Fig.2) constitutes account information and unit format 

options. I find this a little confusing. I feel all that falls under a ‘my 

info’ belongs there but in different subdivisions. 

‘Settings’ (Fig.2) are somewhat well-organized and has options for 

diabetic tools, like a meter, insulin pump and continuous glucose 

monitor (CGM), but doesn’t provide any interface between the 

app and the tools. Therefore,  I do not understand the purpose of 

including them in the ‘My Info’. (Fig. 1)

The data entry is somewhat intuitive but not very friendly and 

awkward because the user has to go to so many different screens, 

one for BG, one for meds, one for food as you can see in Fig 3. 

Each of those screens has 3 options which brings up a different, 

sometimes more confusing screen to add your specific details.

Finally, I do like that they have incorporated a ‘CarbTracker’ app 

(Fig. 4) to allow easy carb count input. This is a feature I plan to 

add to my app in the second phase.
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WaveSense

WaveSense is the prettiest of them all. (Fig. 5) I love the graphics, 

the data entry screen even the logbook. It allows for different 

backgrounds and changes depending on time of day you make 

your entry. (Fig. 6) You’ll notice the interface is quite nice, as well. 

The only issue here is the user has to enter a number for each tab. 

As opposed to have the app calculate the Insulin tab based on the 

Glucose and Carbs tabs. This is a feature I have incorporated to 

Diabetes Diary.

The logbook is almost perfect. (Fig. 7) I like the table setup but it 

does not have a column for insulin taken with those readings. It is 

important to have that so the user can get a complete view of 

insulin intake at what times of day and how much.

Another issue with WaveSense is sharing data.(Fig.8) It is easy 

because of the limiting choices but also, limiting in formats. When 

you ‘compose’ an email to send data, it builds a table and not a 

very friendly table. Your doctor may be able to read it, but even I 

find it difficult to follow.

Lastly, the settings screen, which only appears as a sub menu 

when you tap ‘Info’. (Fig. 7) Settings is vary light in content and 

options. (Fig. 9) WaveSense, I believe, keeps it this way on 

purpose, although this is the company producing the iPhone 

Glucose Meter and also a cable to retrieve data from your meter 

and send it to your app. (WaveSense)

Fig. 7

Fig. 5
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Diabetes Pilot

This is my least favorite of them all. It is also the most expensive, 

worst usability and terribly organized. The start screen (Fig. 10) is 

the log page. it’s just not pretty, not clear nor effective. But this is 

not the worst. Notice the upper right button ‘Tasks...’. Tap that 

and this is what you see. (Fig. 11) This is the start of the most 

backward usability and navigation I have ever seen.

Let’s got through the entire navigation here:

1. In Fig. 11, tap ‘Settings’. (Fig. 12) 

2. In Fig. 12, tap ‘General Settings’. (Fig. 13) This is cramped, 

poorly designed and most of them I find unnecessary.

3. At this point, you would have to tap ‘Records’ to go back to 

Fig. 10, then tap ‘Tasks’ again to get to Fig. 11, then ‘Settings’ 

again to Fig 12. Fun, isn’t it?

4. Now on Fig. 12, tap ‘Insulin Calculation’. (Fig. 14) This 

confusing even for an experienced diabetic like me. I realize 

the warning is required but I would believe an ‘Accept’ 

dialogue box would better in this situation.

5. Repeat step 3 but instead of ‘Settings’, tap ‘Data Transfer’. (Fig 

15) There is ‘Desktop Sync’ option. One catch, the desktop app 

costs even more money than iPhone app.
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I didn’t bother to illustrate the other Diabetes Pilot menu options because the user must drill down 

repeatedly to reach to desired screens and continue to do so throughout the app. I found it frustrating to do this 

only for screen shots. My final opinion on Diabetes Pilot? This app wouldn’t even be useful if it were free.

Summing up the competitive analysis, it is clear that there is a need for an easy yet comprehensive diabetes 

logbook since only a combination of the three analyzed would cover the goals I have set out to accomplish.

Technical Feasibility

Initially, the technical feasibility was not in my skill set: building an app using iPhone SDK 4. As I mentioned earlier 

in this report, I had begun watching tutorials before the quarter began, but once I dove deeper into SDK, I 

realized it was not as ‘drag-and-drop’ as it originally seemed.

To pursue this project, I plan to continue watching the lynda.com tutorials and I joined the Apple Developer 

Program and have full access to all of the Developer tools the provide. However, to accomplish this in a timely 

fashion, I will have to bring an iPhone developer into the mix.

Completion Schedule

The original schedule was:

April 21  Full Fireworks Prototype with Process Flow

April 28  Beta 1 in Objective C

May 5  Beta 2 in Objective C

May 12  Beta 3 in Objective C

May 19  Beta 4 in Objective C

May 26  Presentation Dry Run

June 2  Final Presentation

June 9  Project Documentation

After accepting that coding the app was completely out of range, I adapted the schedule as follows:

April 21  Full Fireworks Prototype with Process Flow

April 28  Beta 1 in Objective C

May 5  Beta 2 in Objective C
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May 12  Detailed Flash prototype design

May 19  Completed wizard

May 26  Completed wizard with demonstration in Fireworks

June 2  Presentation Draft 1

June 9  Final Presentation with Documentation

I was able to expand on these by finding a tool that allowed me to upload the prototype to my phone and share 

it with others. This was very beneficial in receiving more opinions of the look and usability of the app.

Solutions

Some of the solutions for Diabetes Diary were developed in the Mobile Development class and for the most part 

I stayed true to these choices. 

Site Map

For the app, I removed the ‘Charts’ menu.
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Wires 

For the wireframes, I am only displaying one example of a wireframe. You can see that the final design returned 

to the wireframe layout.
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Comps

As you can see, the initial design was aimed at stepping out of the iPhone box. A 

problem arose when I learned of the strict element standards placed on all app 

development. This is an example of the first-run of comps for the app. (Fig. 16)

This is the new look. (Fig. 17) One of my goals for this project was to have all 

elements meeting the user standards outlined by Apple. Complying to these 

requirements makes the app more readily acceptable to Apple and expedites the 

approval process.

Testing

User testing was completed last quarter and led to many of the features now built in the 

app.

The typical user of this application would be someone who has diabetes and need to 

track their medical information to share with their doctor in the future. There are three 

primary goals that the user needs to accomplish while using the application.

• The initial set up.

• Calculating insulin dosage

• Accessing saved information.

User Scenario 1

(Time on Task Goal: 45 seconds)

You just been diagnosed with diabetes your doctor gives you a correction formula to use to calculate how much 

insulin you need to take when your blood sugar is to high. You don’t feel like having to do the math every time 

you test your sugar so you download Diabetes Diary. You are opening the app for the first time and need to 

input the correction formula your doctor gave you so the app knows how to calculate your insulin. Please input 

this formula for the application:

If your blood sugar is higher than 150 subtract 100 from your blood sugar level and then divide that number by 40, 

and that is the amount of insulin you need to take.

Quantitative Data
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Task Completion rate is a measure of if and how the user completed the task.

1 – Task Completed

0.5 – Task completed with help

0 – User did not complete the task

The time on task is a measure of the time the user took to complete the task.

User # Task Completion Time on Task
1 0 1.33
2 0.5 3.1
3 0.5 1.6

Averages 33% 4.96

User Feedback

User #1

“Difficult at first” 

“Might be easier for someone with Diabetes” 

“Self-explanatory after exploring”

User #2

“Needs the ability to tap on fields as well as tap next”

“Settings make sense after being explained”

“Make a button just for formulas on the main screen”

User #3

“The settings were hard to get to, I had to look closer”
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User Scenario 2

(Time on Task Goal: 20 seconds)

You just ate dinner and you have tested your blood sugar. Your current blood sugar level is 185 which is very high 

so you need to calculate how much insulin to take. Enter your blood sugar and find out how much insulin you 

need to use. Then log the entry into your journal.

Quantitative Data

Task Completion rate is a measure of if and how the user completed the task.

1 – Task Completed

0.5 – Task completed with help

0 – User did not complete the task

The time on task is a measure of the time the user took to complete the task.

Users were asked to tell the moderator how much insulin they needed to take once through with the calculator. 

The answers are listed in the table below.

User # Task Completion Time on Task How much insulin did 
the user say to take?

1 0 4.85 N/A

2 1 1.39 7 Units

3 1 1.09 7 units
Averages 66% 6.60 2/3

User Feedback

User #1

“I thought it was easy” 

“The app should be more direct” 

User #2

“I am not sure what the extra fields are for”

User #3

“There should be a place to manage different insulin types.”
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User Scenario 3

(Time on Task Goal: 20 seconds)

Your doctor called to check up with you and you mentioned to him that your blood sugar level was 185 at 

dinner. Because this number is high he is concerned that you might need to be taking more insulin. He asks you 

what your blood sugar level was this morning at breakfast. You can’t remember so you look at Diabetes Diary to 

find out what your blood sugar was this morning.

Quantitative Data

Task Completion rate is a measure of if and how the user completed the task.

1 – Task Completed

0.5 – Task completed with help

0 – User did not complete the task

The time on task is a measure of the time the user took to complete the task.

Users were asked to tell the moderator what the blood sugar level was at breakfast. The answers given by users 

are listed below.

User # Task Completion Time on Task What did the user say 
the BG was at breakfast?

1 0.5 3.52 125

2 1 1.08 125

3 1 .29 125
Averages 83% 1.7 3/3

User Feedback

User #1

“It was fairly easy to figure out” 

“It would be great if there was a BG meter that could hook up to the iphone and work with this app”

“The app should be more direct”

User #2

“This task was straight forward”

User #3

“This task was pretty straight forward.”
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Recommendations 

Based on the test completion rates and user feedback suggestions for design changes to be made in the future 

are listed below.

Set-up Wizard

There should be a first time set-up wizard that the user has to go through the first time they 

open the app. 

The wizard will take the user through the process of customizing all of the necessary settings to 

use the app. Once the user has gone through the wizard they should be able start over with 

the wizard or optionally change all of the settings individually in the settings section.

Users seemed to struggle with the step of entering the settings more than any other step so the 

more they are walked through the settings the easier the app will be to use. Having a wizard 

will be beneficial for anyone using the app but will be more beneficial for someone who is 

newly diagnosed with diabetes and is unsure about what they are doing. 

Calculator Changes

Users seemed to be confused about what the calculator was for. The name of the page the 

calculator was on was called main. In the future the name of this page should be changed to 

something more intuitive like  “Enter Data” or “Insulin Calculator”. Changing this terminology 

should help users understand what this page is for.

Also some users did not seem to notice the dropdown box for the meal times. It would help to 

change the color/style of this drop down box to make it look more like an input field.

Summary

I am quite pleased with this prototype. I will continue to work on it with a developer and will have a release 

schedule ready when I find the right developer. I plan to being searching for one this Fall following my 

graduation. The Diabetes Diary solves the problems I found in the apps tested for the competitive analysis but 

also the many others I have tried over the last two years. I find combining the best of many worlds tends to be 

better solution than reinventing the wheel.

The process will be ongoing to find the perfect usability, the perfect look and the perfect feel to the app. I look at 

this app as the project of a lifetime and intend to treat it that way.

Final Prototype

http://lisareisman.com/ai/spring11/ddprototype/index.htm
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Glossary

Glucose Meter:
Tool used to get current blood glucose levels.

BG:
Blood Glucose. The number or amount of sugar in the users blood as determined by the Glucose Monitor.

iPhone Glucose Meter:
A glucose monitor that attaches to the USB port on the iPhone and reads blood samples. They are stored to 

an application built to accompany the device but other apps will be able to link the the device, as well. The 

app does run independently of he device so the user can add readings without using the device.

Continuous Glucose Monitor:
A continuous glucose monitor attaches to the body and takes a reading every five minutes.

Insulin Pump:
A glucose monitor that attaches to the USB port on the iPhone and reads blood samples. They are stored to 

an application built to accompany the device but other apps will be able to link the the device, as well. The 

app does run independently of he device so the user can add readings without using the device.
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